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Lynsey discussed the importance of considering the whole project workforce when using project
management tools. If they are primarily designed for project managers then it can be difficult to engage
all project stakeholders to unlock full optimised benefits of data analytics. As a consequence, this often
leads to to insufficient amounts of data with poor quality and thus an inability to percieve its full
potential.

To tackle this, Lynsey stressed the importance of a behavioural shift. Building a data culture and getting
people to understand the value of data in their day-to-day work is crucial to business performance. If
stakeholders can realise better insights will derive from real-time data, their increased involvement will
likely encourage the workforce to follow suit. 

This will have a dual effect; increased data input and more standardised data collection. Eradicating "bad
behaviour" will allow flexible tools such as the Sharktower project management software to provide a
more accurate indication of project health. 

55% stated the biggest analytics problem in their
organisations was data being presented in inconsistent
formats 

22% of those surveyed believed that lack of historic data
was a big problem. The impact of COVID is inevitably
leading to further issues.

 

Sharktower’s Co-Founder and CCO Lynsey Taylor joined us on the
28th October to discuss two of the main challenges when it comes to
project data analytics – data volume and data quality.

K E Y  M E S S A G E S  F R O M  T H E  I N T E R A C T I V E  S U R V E Y :

. . . I N S I G H T S

T H E  T A L K . . .

A key inhibitor for successful implementation of project data analytics seems to factor around
poor data quality.  The insights we derive are driven around the data available to us, and

"messy" data will heavily limit this potential. With advancing pressures of Covid to enhance our
data competency, organisations without a strategy to standardise their data collection will
likely fall further behind. But is this the root cause? Or is it a sequela from not understanding

the potential value of data to the organsisation? Is a behavioural shift looming?

The nature and quality of data will
limit those who want to take

advantage of it.
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Risk and issue management is a big field,
but access to stronger historic data will
inevitably lead to better identification of
risk patterns and sources. This in turn could
facilitate more effective mitigation
strategies.

Respondents reported that risk and issue
management could benefit the most
from advanced data analytics, with 58%
of votes.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU HAD PERFECT DATA QUALITY?WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU HAD PERFECT DATA QUALITY?WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU HAD PERFECT DATA QUALITY?

Rescue your projects from

risks...
Traditional project management is failing to deliver the
outcomes businesses need to survive and grow.
Sharktower is one of the organisations that can help you
turn the tide on project waste.

I N S I G H T S . . .

Predict the future betterPredict the future better

K E Y  M E S S A G E S

Quantify project status based on actual dataQuantify project status based on actual data

Optimise the plan for most likely timing andOptimise the plan for most likely timing and

identifying key risksidentifying key risks

Spend more time on insight instead of dataSpend more time on insight instead of data

cleaning, collection and analysiscleaning, collection and analysis

Predict project successPredict project success

Capture project blockers at all levels – not justCapture project blockers at all levels – not just

management and officemanagement and office

Make good decisionsMake good decisions
The data would tell me what to doThe data would tell me what to do

Portfolio planning for the balance between riskPortfolio planning for the balance between risk

and rewardand reward

Create the portfolio of candidate projects to beCreate the portfolio of candidate projects to be

terminatedterminated



To watch the full recording of the event see here: 
https://youtu.be/gm-9UQH-Z0A

Please like and subscribe to ensure you don't miss out any new content!

Lynsey discussed the main issue they see as “bad
behaviour” in terms of tool usage as you cannot make
reliable predictions or draw inferences from data which is
poorly populated and from badly planned projects with no
dependencies or assignees, activities that were never
marked off as complete, contain test data etc.

The solution is to focus on the “model” projects – not necessarily projects
which went well, but ones which were run well, and hence have rich data. All
the “bad” data can be filtered out by using business logic, for instance,
parsing project titles and tasks to look for uses of the words “test” and
“dummy”; identifying cancelled projects by looking for those that had
consistent usage for a while followed by no further updates.

Another option is to force users to enter data in a way that makes it more
usable, but Sharktower didn’t want to put users off by making the tool
restrictive or difficult to use, so instead, use suggestions to “nudge” users to
better manage and capture their data. This also helps users change their
behaviour – meaning less reliance on assumptions for us…and ultimately
more value from the tool for them.

"Don’t let data quality or quantity hold you back. You can start to learn from your data
fast, as long as you use it with the right intention. To that end, the models in Sharktower

are indicators, not absolute answers. It highlights things you perhaps didn't see, and
then hopefully you can mitigate the unseen risk. And then over time, because you're

becoming more data driven - and the data is more transparent and open - the quality will
get better and better."
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